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Abstract
AIm—Rotigaptide is proposed to exert its anti-arrhythmic effects by improving myocardial gap
junction communication. To directly investigate the mechanisms of rotigaptide action, we treated
cultured neonatal murine ventricular cardiomyocytes with clinical pharmacological doses of
rotigaptide and directly determined its effects on gap junctional currents.

Methods—Neonatal murine ventricular cardiomyocytes were enzymatically isolated and cultured
for 1–4 days. Primary culture cell pairs were subjected to dual whole cell patch clamp procedures to
directly measure gap junctional currents (Ij) and voltage (Vj). Rotigaptide (0 – 350 nM) was applied
overnight or acutely perfused into 35 mM culture dishes.

Results—Rotigaptide (35 – 100 nM) acutely and chronically increased the resting gap junction
conductance (gj) and normalized steady state minimum gj (Gmin) by 5–20%. Higher concentrations
produced a diminishing response, which mimics the observed therapeutic efficacy of the drug. The
inactivation kinetics were similarly slowed in a therapeutic concentration-dependent manner without
affecting the Vj-dependence of inactivation or recovery. The effects of 0 – 100 nM rotigaptide on
ventricular gj during cardiac action potential propagation were accurately modeled by computer
simulations which demonstrate that clinically effective concentrations of rotigaptide can partially
reverse conduction slowing due to decreases in gj and inactivation.

Conclusions—These results demonstrate that therapeutic concentrations of rotigaptide increase
the resting gap junction conductance and reduce the magnitude and kinetics of steady state
inactivation in a concentration-dependent manner. Rotigaptide may be effective in treating reentrant
forms of cardiac arrhythmias by improving conduction and preventing the formation of reentrant
circuits in partially uncoupled myocardium.
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Introduction
The uniform coupling of myocardial cells by gap junctions is essential to the rapid, synchronous
electrical activation and initiation of contraction vital to cardiac function. The heterogeneous
loss of ventricular Cx43 expression not only compromises the electrophysiological activation
and refractory properties of the myocardium to produce a highly arrhythmogenic substrate, but
also the contractile function of the heart.1–3 Rotigaptide is a novel antiarrhythmic peptide that
exerts its effects on reentrant forms of ventricular tachycardias by improving electrical cell-
cell coupling.4–6 Rotigaptide, a D-isomer analogue of the antiarrhythmic hexapeptide AAP10,
increases Cx43-mediated gap junction communication, reduces ischemia-induced infarct size
and conduction slowing, and prevents spontaneous ventricular arrhythmias in various cell and
animal models.7–10 Rotigaptide has been advanced into clinical development and the safety
evaluation from phase I studies in healthy volunteers looks very promising.11

To further elucidate the possible mechanisms of action of rotigaptide on cardiac gap junctions,
we investigated the effects of rotigaptide treatment on the gating of ventricular gap junctions
using the dual whole cell action potential voltage clamp method.12 Previously, the kinetic
modeling of ventricular gap junction gating over the duration of the ventricular action potential
at various frequencies revealed that significant inactivation can develop during the first 25 ms
of an action potential that can contribute to further conduction slowing and eventual conduction
block.13 It was further demonstrated that ventricular gap junctions recovered from the
inactivation induced by the action potential-derived transjunctional voltage (Vj) gradients
beginning with phase 3 repolarization. Gap junction conductance (Gj) actually increases above
initial peak values during the final recovery phase at a time when the ventricular myocardium
is most susceptible to reentrant or triggered activity that gives rise to spontaneous ectopic
activity.14,15 In the present study, we demonstrate that rotigaptide has a concentration-
dependent effect on the magnitude and kinetics of ventricular gap junction conductance and
inactivation. These effects were observed at clinically relevant concentrations of rotigaptide
and declined with increasing doses above 100 nM. Finally, we developed model parameters
for the action of rotigaptide on the inactivation of ventricular gap junctions. Computer
simulations of action potential propagation demonstrate that, by increasing gap junction
conductance and slowing inactivation, rotigaptide can counteract conduction slowing in
partially uncoupled myocardium during discontinuous propagation.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed on enzymatically dissociated neonatal C57Bl/6 murine
ventricular myocytes cultured for 48–72 hrs according to published procedures.12 The
investigation conforms with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published
by the US National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1996). A 100 µM
rotigaptide stock solution was prepared fresh weekly and stored at 4 °C. This stock solution
was added to the M199/10% fetal bovine serum myocyte culture media and the cells incubated
overnight at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere after > 24 hrs in culture. Rotigaptide
was also present during all patch clamp experiments. Dual whole cell patch clamp experiments
were performed at room temperature (20–22 °C) using a static or perfused (1 ml/min) bath
volume of 3 ml HEPES-buffered, balanced salt saline (pH 7.4) according to established
procedures.16

A series of three distinct voltage clamp protocols were performed on rotigaptide-treated
ventricular myocytes. The 1/sec ventricular action potential waveform and 200 ms/mV
transjunctional voltage (Vj) ramps were performed on ventricular myocytes treated with 0, 20,
35, 50, 100, 200, or 350 nM rotigaptide.12 A minimum of six different cell pair gap junction
current (Ij) recordings were obtained for each test concentration and the results were averaged
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for curve fitting analysis of the action potential kinetic and steady state Vj-dependent gating
parameters. Each experimental Ij result represented the ensemble average of 100 action
potential waveforms or 5 complete ±Vj ramp protocols. The actual applied Vj was determined
for these ensemble averaged Ij traces using the equation (Eq. 1): Vj = [V1 − (Rel1·I1) − V2 +
(Rel2·I2)] and the junctional conductance (gj) was calculated as gj = −ΔI2/Vj.16 These
procedures account for the series resistance voltage drop (Vseries = Icell·Rel) across the whole
cell patch electrode resistance (Rel) as a function of the whole cell current (I1 or 2) for each cell
relative to the command potential (V1 or 2). Pooled data for each experimental group and Vj
protocol were normalized either to the junctional conductance (Gj) value at the peak of action
potential or the linear slope conductance of the Ij − Vj relationship at low Vj values.12

Analysis of the first-order inactivation kinetics required ensemble averaged signals from 5–10
square Vj pulses ranging from +70 mV to +140 mV. The ensemble averaged Ij traces were fit
with biexponential decaying functions to obtain the decay time constants (τdecay) from which
the fast and slow closing (on)-rates for the Vj-dependent inactivation processes were calculated.
The inactivation on-rates (kon) were calculated using the expression (Eq. 2): kon = (1 − Po)/
τdecay. The open probability, Po, was calculated as the remaining fraction of Ij at the end of the
Vj pulse (= steady state Ij/peak Ij). The calculated fast and slow on-rates were plotted as a
function of Vj and fit with a single exponential function of the form (Eq. 3): kon = A·exp(Vj/
Vk,on) + C where A is the rate amplitude, Vk,on is the predicted voltage constant for the
inactivation rate, and C is the minimum rate amplitude. This inactivation kinetic analysis was
performed for only control and low or optimal rotigaptide concentrations. Examples of the
voltage clamp protocols used in the kinetic and steady state gj analyses are provided in the
Supplemental Material.

Results
Voltage-dependent Gating of Ventricular Gap Junctions

Continuous exposure to a constant concentration of rotigaptide produced dose-dependent
changes in the gating of ventricular gap junctions during pacing with the 1 sec basic cycle
length (BCL) Luo-Rudy model ventricular action potential waveform.17 The ensemble
averaged Ij responses to the Vj gradient resulting from a train of 100 action potentials applied
to cell 1 with cell 2 clamped to the resting potential (−89.8 mV) are shown for control and 100
nM rotigaptide conditions (Figures 1A and 1B). The action potential derived Vj gradients were
essentially identical for both experiments and the peak gj was also similar between these two
representative experiments. The time course of the inactivation is different between the control
and the rotigaptide treatment groups, indicative of a pharmacological effect on the gating of
cardiac gj. After normalization to the peak gj from each experiment (Gmax = 1), the averaged
Gj (= normalized gj) data for each test concentration of rotigaptide are displayed in Figures 1C
and D. The mean gj values (± SEM) were 2.86 ± 0.72 nS, 3.37 ± 1.04 nS, 2.84 ± 0.85 nS, 2.64
± 0.39 nS, 3.44± 0.81 nS, 1.56 ± 0.46 nS, and 1.56 ± 0.59 nS for the 0, 20, 35, 50, 100, 200,
and 350 nM rotigaptide experiments. The slowing of inactivation and the reduction in plateau
inactivation during the action potential increased with increasing [rotigaptide] between 20 and
100 nM and declined nearly back to control values as [rotigaptide] was increased further to
350 nM. This biphasic dose-response curve indicates an optimal effective range of [rotigaptide]
on the inhibition of gj inactivation of ≤ 100 nM under standard cell culture conditions. This
observation is in agreement with previous findings of a bell-shaped dose-response curve for
the effect of rotigaptide on conduction velocity in atrial strips experiencing metabolic stress.8

In a separate set of experiments, the rate dependence of 100 nM rotigaptide was examine using
the 250 and 500 ms BCL action potentials (Figures 1E and F). Again, there were no significant
differences in the mean gj values between control and 100 nM rotigaptide groups. The average
gj was 2.83 ± 1.00 (n=6) and 3.88 ± 1.54 nS (n=6) for the control and 3.44 ± 1.21 (n=6) and
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3.49 ± 1.46 nS (n=7) for the 100 nM rotigaptide experiments at BCL = 250 and 500 ms,
respectively. These data demonstrate that rotigaptide had a similar effect on the 2 or 4 Hz action
potentials as on the standard 1 Hz ventricular action potential waveform. Slowing of
inactivation and an increase in Gmin is evident at all stimulation frequencies. Slower
frequencies were not examined since no further increase in inactivation was previously
observed with longer APDs and BCLs.12 Constant pacing at BCL = 1000 ms with the short,
triangular neonatal murine action potential waveform also demonstrated an enhancement of
Ij with 100 nM rotigaptide treatment (Supplementary Material Figure S4).18

The effect of rotigaptide on the steady-state Gj – Vj relationship was also examined using a
200 ms/mV continuous Vj ramp of ± 120 mV. This provides a measure of the magnitude of
the time-independent Gj inactivation. A Boltzmann equation fit of the experimental curves
provides a measure of the half-inactivation voltage (V½), the Vj-sensitivity (valence, z), and
the Vj-insensitive portion of the total Gj (Gmin, Figure 2A; see also Supplemental Material).
Gmax was taken as the linear slope conductance during the rising phase of Vj for each polarity.
Reversing the direction of the Vj ramp from its maximum value provides a similar description
of the steady-state Gj recovery and, most notably, the facilitation of Gj originally observed in
cardiomyocyte gap junctions composed predominantly of Cx43 (Figures 2B–E).12 The Ij –
Vj curves displayed in Figures 2D and 2E again demonstrate a reduction in the magnitude of
ventricular gap junction inactivation by rotigaptide with no apparent effect on the increased
slope Gj during the return phase (i.e. facilitation = Gmax, rec) of the slow Vj ramp.

The concentration-dependent effects of rotigaptide on the Vj-insensitive Gmin of the
inactivation and the Gmax, rec of the steady state Gj – Vj curves are summarized in Figure 3.
The 10% increase in Gmin was statistically different from control values for the maximal
effective dose of 100 nM rotigaptide (p < 0.05, student’s t-test) and was similar for the action
potential and Vj ramp voltage clamp protocols (Figure 3A). Since all gj values were normalized
to the initial slope gj for each experiment (i.e. Gmax = 1), the value of Gmax, rec for the steady
state Gj – Vj curve provides the most reliable quantitative measure of the amount of facilitation
present in each ventricular cell pair recording. Averaging the Gmax, rec values obtained with
both Vj polarities, the mean (± SEM) Gmax, rec ranged from 1.79 ± 0.33 to 2.12 ± 0.40 for both
respective control and rotigaptide treatment groups, thus indicating no statistical difference in
facilitation (p > 0.20, n ≥ 5, Figure 3B). In agreement with previous reports,19 a trend towards
increasing initial gj values, measured immediately after achieving the dual whole cell
configuration, was also observed (Figure 3C). A 5% or 18.5% increase in initial gj, up from
30.8 ± 1.7 nS, was observed with 35 or 100 nM rotigaptide treatments. These initial gj
measurements were limited by the whole cell electrode series resistances and, thus,
underestimate the actual gj. To further test for increases in resting gj, 100 nM rotigaptide was
perfused onto ventricular cell pairs that exhibited a stable gj after the rundown period (Figure
3D). Ventricular gj, measured during +20 mV Vj pulses, was unchanged during control bath
saline perfusion compared to acute rotigaptide treatments which significantly increased gj by
+4.6 ± 0.1% (p-value < 0.05). The average ventricular gj was 14.7 ± 4.2 nS (n = 4) and 19.5 ±
5.2 nS (n = 3) for the control and 100 nM rotigaptide experiments, respectively. No changes
in single channel conductances (γj) were observed (data not shown).

Kinetic Analysis of the Effects of Rotigaptide
In addition to the rotigaptide-induced increase in Gmin, the first order inactivation kinetics of
ventricular gap junctions was fully examined. The ensemble averaged Ij from 5–10 square
Vj steps of fixed magnitude and duration were fit with a biexponential decaying function to
determine the fast and slow decay time constants (τfast and τslow) for each Vj. The closing on-
rates for the fast and slow inactivation gating mechanisms were then calculated from the
respective τdecay and Po values (see Material and Methods). The ventricular gap junction fast
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and slow inactivation kinetics are summarized for control, 35, or 100 nM rotigaptide treatment
groups in Figure 4. The fast and slow inactivation components were similarly affected by
rotigaptide treatment and were well described by an exponentially increasing function with
similarly constant Vj-dependencies of 21.0 ± 0.2 and 19.7 ± 0.3 mV, respectively (see
Supplementary Data Table S2). The average Vj constant for both inactivation components was
20.3 ± 0.7 mV, identical to the previously reported value obtained from mono-exponential fits
of Ij τdecay.12 These data are the first description of the Vj-dependence of the macroscopic fast
and slow inactivation gating mechanisms for ventricular gap junctions, which are in agreement
with our previous report of the Vj-sensitivity of the slow inactivation rates.12 The Vj-
dependence is similar for the fast and slow inactivation components and is not altered by
rotigaptide treatment. Two-way ANOVA analysis of the fast and slow on-rates for each Vj
examined indicated a statistically significant (p < 0.05) slowing of both inactivation rates for
Vj > 70 mV when comparing the control, 35 nM, and 100 nM rotigaptide treatment groups (p
< 0.05). The Vj-dependent changes in both inactivation rates were statistically significant when
Vj > 100 mV. The concentration-dependent effects of rotigaptide on the fast and slow
inactivation rates were well described by the monoexponential functions (ms−1):

(Eq. 4)

and
(Eq. 5)

between the concentrations of 0 to 100 nM.

Modeling the Actions of Rotigaptide on Ventricular Gap Junctions
In order to develop a realistic mathematical model for the action of rotigaptide on the gating
kinetics of ventricular gap junctions, the Gj- time curves for the BCL = 1000 ms action potential
were fit with the equations for the previously published dynamic ventricular gap junction
model.12 In Figure 5, the average time-dependent Gj curves for 0, 35, 100, and 350 nM
rotigaptide illustrated in Figure 1 were fit with a series of expressions developed to accurately
describe the two observed inactivation and recovery components of ventricular Gj (see
Supplemental Material). The Figure 5 results demonstrate that accurate time- and Vj-dependent
descriptions of the 1/sec action potential Gj curve can be achieved using this model based
primarily on the inactivation kinetics described in Eq. 4 and 5. The rotigaptide concentration-
dependent values of A1 and A2 were determined from the above expressions for Afast and
Aslow with the exceptions of the 200 and 350 nM values which were determined by fitting the
Gj – time curves by eye (see Supplemental Material). These data demonstrate that the effects
of rotigaptide on the gating of cardiac gap junctions can be adequately modeled by the
concentration-dependent changes in the inactivation kinetics plus a slight concentration-
dependent shift the early recovery phase of ventricular Gj towards higher declining Vj values.
All other model-dependent parameters remained essentially constant and independent of
[rotigaptide].

Modeling Ventricular Action Potential Propagation
A major premise of this study was to determine the mechanisms by which rotigaptide preserves
conduction velocity (θ) during episodes of metabolic inhibition.8 One hypothesis is that during
slow, discontinuous propagation at low levels of coupling (low gj), Vj-dependent inactivation
produces further reductions in θ than a static decrease in gj alone. To model this behavior, the
dynamic ventricular gap junction equations for fast and slow inactivation were programmed
into a linear cable model of a cardiac strand (see Supplemental Material).12 Each 11 µm
diameter, 100 µm long model segment (cell) was programmed with the updated Luo-Rudy II
ventricular action potential and all one hundred segments were uniformly coupled by a resting
(initial) gj value.20 The resting gj value was either kept constant (static), or allowed to inactivate
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during action potential propagation according to the fast and slow inactivation kinetics
described in the original dynamic ventricular gap junction model (2005 model) or in the control
experiments defined herein in the absence of rotigaptide (dynamic) (see Supplemental
Material). To simulate the effects of rotigaptide, the 0–100 nM concentration-dependent
reductions in the fast and slow inactivation rates were calculated according to Eq. 4 and 5.

The calculated θ for the stable propagating action potential agrees closely with previous
simulations using a constant reduction in gj to model the effects on conduction.21 The basis
for the 20% higher maximum θ of 64 cm/s is that the newest version of the Luo-Rudy II20
model has a higher maximum upstroke velocity (Vmax) than the original version.16 At first
glance, it appears that the relationship between θ and gj is not affected by the introduction of
Vj-dependent gating (Figure 6A). However, it was postulated that inactivation would only
affect gj below 10 cm/s since this is the value of θ required to impose the entire action potential
upstroke across a single cardiac gap junction.12 At these lower gj values, disparities are
observed in θ between the various models (Figure 6B). The basis for the higher θ value in the
control gating model is that the fast inactivation rates were experimentally determined in the
present study whereas they were extrapolated from the slow inactivation rate constants in the
previous dynamic gap junction model. Compared to the static gj model, inactivation reduces
θ by nearly a third at 6 nS of gj (Figure 6C). The optimal therapeutic dose of 100 nM rotigaptide
would require an increase in gj of 10% from the resting level, in addition to the slowing of
inactivation, to completely reverse the effects of inactivation on θ. A 20% increase in resting
gj, as observed experimentally, would increase θ by 14% according to this most recent dynamic
gj gating model and by 23% in the case of a static gj. Thus, the combination of a reduction in
the rate of inactivation and an increase in resting gj of 10–20% is sufficient to reverse the effects
of dynamic changes in gj and reduced levels of electrical coupling on myocardial θ.

Discussion
Myocardial gap junctions formed by Cx43 and Cx40 play an important role in the establishment
and modulation of arrhythmias and their functional expression and distribution are altered by
infarction, heart failure, and chronic arrythmias.14,15,22,23 During ischemia, intracellular
resistance can triple in value and longitudinal conduction velocity slow by 2.5-fold within 20
minutes.24,25 These effects are thought to occur as a results of myocardial uncoupling
secondary to intracellular Na+ and Ca2+ accumulation, and may affect transverse θ more than
longitudinal θ due to the relative paucity of gap junctions in the transverse direction.26–30 In
a recent study, 50 nM rotigaptide increased myocardial θ by 20% in rapidly paced guinea pig
ventricles and pretreatment totally prevented the ischemia-induced 20% in θ and suppressed
the development of arrhythmogenic discordant T wave alternans.31 Yet there is almost no
pharmacological therapy for these alterations in the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias.
Rotigaptide, and a newly synthesized Cx43 CT domain RXP-E binding peptide, are the only
known compounds thought to directly act on cardiac gap junctions to preserve their function.
6,32,33 Rotigaptide reportedly inhibits the rundown of myocardial conduction velocity and
the occurrence of spontaneous reentrant tachycardias during acute episodes of metabolic stress
including ischemia/reperfusion by improving cardiac gj.4,8,34 Rotigaptide exposure also
reduces chronic infarct size and the vulnerability to acute atrial fibrillation (AF).9,10,34
However, chronic dilated or heart failure models of AF and ventricular tachycardias of focal
origin were not affected by rotigaptide administration.34–37 In the present study, we assessed
the effect of therapeutic doses of rotigaptide on the conductance and Vj-dependent kinetics of
cardiac gap junctions.

Increasing concentrations of rotigaptide produced a dose-dependent increase in Ij during the
4/s, 2/s, and 1/s ventricular action potential for concentrations ≤100 nM (Figure 1). These same
rotigaptide concentrations increased the non-inactivating Gmin portion of the steady state
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ventricular Gj – Vj relationships, but had no effect on the increased Gj observed during the
recovery phase of the steady-state Gj – Vj curves (Figure 2 and Figure 3). A trend towards
higher resting gj values was also observed in ventricular cell pairs treated overnight with 35 or
100 nM rotigaptide compared to untreated controls, although the results did not achieve
statistical significance (Figure 3C). The rotigaptide-induced increase in ventricular gj was
confirmed by acute exposure to 100 nM concentrations by bath superfusion (Figure 3D). The
relative increase in Ij during the action potential could be explained by the concentration-
dependent effects of rotigaptide on the fast and slow inactivation rates of ventricular gj (Figure
4). Further kinetic analysis revealed that both inactivation processes possess nearly identical
Vj-dependencies that were unaltered by rotigaptide (See Supplementary Data). We had
previously characterized the Vj-dependence of only the slow inactivation rate of ventricular
gap junctions, which increased e-fold for every 20.3 mV increase in Vj.12 The values obtained
in this study in the presence or absence of rotigaptide were essentially the same, changing e-
fold for every 21.0 ± 0.2 mV or 19.7 ± 0.3 mV, respectively, for the fast or slow inactivation
rates. This Vj-dependence results in significant increases in both gap junction inactivation rates
when Vj > 100 mV, consistent with our previous findings, and were significantly altered by
35 or 100 nM rotigaptide.12,38 Despite the shorter action potential durations (APD) of higher
frequencies of stimulation, ischemia, or intrinsic ionic currents, reductions in gj can occur as
a result of inactivation and, therefore, be antagonized by rotigaptide treatment (Figures 1E–F
and Supplementary Material Figure S4).18

These results were sufficient to provide a mathematical basis for calculating the effects of
rotigaptide on ventricular Gj inactivation during the normal action potential. From a functional
perspective, the inactivation process corresponds to the on-rates for the fast and slow
inactivation gates that close the ventricular gap junction channels in response to large Vj
gradients. The recovery phase of Gj corresponds to the reopening of these channels from
inactivation which apparently occurs by a different protein conformational shift since
hysteresis was evident between the inactivation and recovery Gj – Vj curves (Fig. 3C and 3D).
12 The original dynamic ventricular gap junction model,11 consisting of two inactivation and
recovery components for Gj, was utilized to fit the Gj-time plots for the various test
concentrations of rotigaptide. It was determined that the concentration-dependent effects of
rotigaptide on the gating of ventricular gap junctions could be accurately described by
alterations in the fast and slow inactivation kinetics and an increase in the Vj-sensitivity of the
early (R1) recovery process. It should be noted that these predictions are based on the
inactivation kinetics at 20 °C, not normal body temperature. We expect the effects of gj
inactivation at 37 °C to be greater than those observed in these experiments and simulations
since protein conformational processes typically exhibit a Q10 of > 2 as opposed to a diffusional
process which typically has a Q10 of <1.5. The temperature-dependence of cardiac gap junction
inactivation kinetics are currently being examined.

Rotigaptide, like AAP10, is thought to increase cardiac gj by PKC activation.39 The present
results indicate that another mechanism by which rotigaptide can preserve myocardial gj is by
altering the gap junction inactivation kinetics. There was no obvious effect of 0–100 nM
rotigaptide treatments on ventricular gap junction formation in cardiomyocyte cultures (see
Supplemental Material). Whether or not PKC stimulation and inhibition can explain the action
of rotigaptide on the gating kinetics of cardiac gap junctions is currently being investigated.
An additional explanation is that alternative phosphorylation sites also participate in ischemia-
induced uncoupling and that rotigaptide delays the dephosphorylation of the PKC-dependent
S368 and these previously unidentified sites on Cx43.40

One prediction of the dynamic ventricular gap junction model is that the gating induced by
finite intercellular conduction delays will produce further slowing of myocardial conduction
velocity, thus promoting slow, discontinuous propagation at higher resting gj values than
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previously modeled using static gj values (Figure 6).21 The slow θ that can be achieved only
by reductions in gj can promote the formation of unidirectional conduction block and reentrant
arrhythmias within the inhomogeneous myocardium.14,41,42 Our present results using the
updated dynamic ventricular gap junction model, and a previous computer simulation study of
a dynamic junctional resistance, both indicate that Vj-dependent inactivation will enhance these
low gj conduction delays and produce conduction block at higher initial gj values than would
occur without gating.12,42 The major question being asked by this study is whether the
observed changes in myocardial gj are sufficient to account for the preservation of θ observed
in ischemic or diseased cardiac tissues or whole heart preparations by rotigaptide
administration.8,33,35,36 Our computer simulations, using the gap junction inactivation
kinetics described in this study, reveal that Vj-dependent gating of ventricular gap junctions
will gradually slow action potential propagation at velocities below 10 cm/s. More importantly,
the effect of therapeutic doses of rotigaptide on the inactivation kinetics is sufficient to prevent
60% of this conduction slowing (Figure 6C). Combined with a slight increase in gj of 10%,
rotigaptide can effectively abolish the conduction slowing observed under partially uncoupled
conditions. Our computer simulations also indicate that the same improvement in myocardial
θ can be achieved by a 20% increase in resting gj, consistent with an experimentally observed
trend that did not quite achieve statistical significance (p = 0.07 at 100 nM rotigaptide, N =
17). This preservation of myocardial gj by rotigaptide may be sufficient, under certain
circumstances, to prevent the formation of unidirectional block or lengthen the required
reentrant pathway beyond a sustainable limit needed for the formation of reentrant
tachycardias. This latter hypothesis will require further investigation. In conclusion,
experimental evidence and computer simulations demonstrating the dynamic alterations of the
gating of ventricular gap junctions provides further insight into the mechanisms by which
rotigaptide can preserve myocardial conduction during acute ischemic episodes. Additional
experiments are required to determine the molecular bases for the kinetic modulation of cardiac
gap junctions by rotigaptide and the mechanisms responsible for myocardial uncoupling and
conduction slowing during episodes of metabolic stress.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Gating of ventricular gap junctions during an action potential. A, Ensemble averaged Ij traces
from two separate experiments of similar gj, one untreated (black) and one treated ventricular
myocte cell pair with 100 nM rotigaptide (gray). Ij was increased in the rotigaptide experiment
relative to the control recording. B, The applied Vj gradients were virtually identical for both
experiments. C, Continuous rotigaptide treatment consistently reduced the rate and magnitude
of inactivation in a concentration-dependent manner from 0 to 100 nM. D, Above 100 nM, the
rotigaptide effect was diminished, returning almost to control values at 350 nM. N = 6
experiments/concentration. E, Reduction of Gj inactivation by 100 nM rotigaptide during rapid
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pacing using the 250 mS BCL ventricular action potential. F, 100 nM rotigaptide decreased
the magnitude of Gj inactivation at all stimulation frequencies > 1 Hz.
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Figure 2.
Effects of rotigaptide on steady state ventricular Gj inactivation and recovery. A, 100 nM
rotigaptide produced the maximal effect of increasing the Gmin of the steady state Gj – Vj curves
whereas this effect was almost completely reversed by a 350 nM dose. B & C, Command
voltage protocols for the negative (B) and positive (C) Vj inactivation and recovery ramps. D,
The normalized Ij (=Gj·Vj) − Vj relationship for the rising phase (black) and the falling phase
(gray) of the ±120 mV Vj ramp reveals the increased slope conductance, called facilitation,
during the recovery from inactivation in ventricular myocytes. E, The same Vj protocol applied
to 100 nM rotigaptide-treated ventricular myocytes demonstrates the reduction of inactivation
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during the rising phase of the ramp, but a negligible effect on the return (recovery) phase of
the Vj ramp.
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Figure 3.
Rotigaptide increases the Gmin of ventricular gap junctions. A, The Vj-insensitive fraction of
the total ventricular normalized junctional conductance (Gmin) was plotted relative to the
rotigatide concentration for each set of experiments using either the action potential or steady-
state Vj ramp voltage clamp protocols. The similar results for both protocols demonstrate that
rotigatide effectively increases the ventricular Gmin between concentrations of 20 to 100 nM
levels. Data points are mean ± s.d. The maximal 10% increase in Gmin was statistically
significant from control values (p < 0.05, n = 7). B, Average Gmax of the steady state Gj – Vj
recovery curves (= Gmax, rec), plotted relative to rotigaptide concentration, illustrates the lack
of dose-dependent effects on the magnitude of facilitation. C, Increase in initial gj observed
with overnight treatment with the indicated concentrations of rotigaptide. Measured
immediately upon establishment of the dual whole cell patch configuration, initial gj was
elevated by an average of 5% at 35 and nearly 20% at 100 nM rotigaptide, although none of
these increases were statistically significant (one-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). D, Acute exposure
to 100 nM rotigaptide by rapid bath superfusion increased gj by 4.6% compared to control
saline.
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Figure 4.
Effects of rotigaptide on fast and slow ventricular Gj inactivation kinetics. A, Biexponential
fit of the decay in whole cell 2 current to obtain the fast and slow decay time constants in
response to a −120 Vj step. The fast and slow inactivation on-rates were calculated under
control and 100 nM rotigaptide treatments for these ventricular myocyte cell pairs of similar
gj. B, The same current traces in panel A plotted on an expanded time scale to better illustrate
the exponential fit of the fast inactivation component. C, The Vj-dependent fast inactivation
rates of ventricular Gj inactivation was progressively slowed by increasing doses of rotigaptide.
D, The slow inactivation component was similarly affected by rotigaptide treatment. The
number above each symbol indicates the number of experiments for the data in panels C and
D. The parameters for the fitted curves are provided in Supplementary Data Table S2.
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Figure 5.
Dynamic ventricular gap junction model description of rotigaptide action. The output of the
current dynamic ventricular gap junction model (gray line) accurately fitted to the control Gj
(A), the 35 nM rotigaptide Gj (B), 100 nM rotigaptide Gj (C), and the 350 nM rotigaptide Gj
(D) curves. The model fits were obtained by changing the amplitude of the fast and slow
inactivation kinetics (G1 and G2, light gray dashed and short dashed lines) with only minor
adjustments to the threshold voltage for the initiation of the early recovery process (R1, light
gray dotted line). The experimental Gj value was set equal to 1 when Vj = 0 and the summed
output of the model was defined to be equal to this peak Gj during the diastolic period. See
Supplementary Data for additional details.
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Figure 6.
Effect of changing gj on action potential conduction velocity (θ). A, Ventricular θ slows from
a maximum of 64 to < 1 cm/s as gj is reduced from 2500 nS to < 5 nS. At high gj values, no
variations in θ are observed as a result of Vj-dependent gap junction inactivation. B,
Discrepancies in θ are apparent at low resting gj values, depending on the gap junction
inactivation rates that are utilized, and block develops at higher values than if gj is kept constant
during action potential propagation. C, The optimal dose of 100 nM rotigaptide can completely
prevent the conduction slowing produced by Vj-dependent gj gating (black dotted arrow) via
a reduction in the inactivation kinetics (solid gray arrow) coupled with a 10% increase in resting
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gj (dashed gray arrow). A 20% increase in resting gj is also sufficient to reverse the conduction
slowing without alteration of the gj inactivation kinetics (dotted gray arrow).
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